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CARBON CURSE

I see through you / You're made of glass

Decaying, emotionless / Forlorn authority

Your faceless head turned to the screen

Deaf and dumb you vegetate / And you go down in flames

Rotting relations - Alienation

You're a stranger / And this is your freak show
Bloodshot eyes / Fucked-up and sore

You're a stranger /And this is your freak show
Truth scares the shit out of you

You're a stranger / And this is your freak show
Bloodshot eyes / Fucked-up and sore

You're a stranger / And this is your freak show
Weakness pays / But money can't buy you a life

Bathe myself in active carbon /Could I be purified?

Tear a hole, release the pressure /Or we go down in flames

Is there a chance to make it better? / Understand my enemies
We grow older but not wiser / And we go down in flames

Bathe myself in active carbon / As if I could be purified

Tear a hole, release the pressure /Or we go down in flames

You gazed too long into an abyss /Now it gazes back into you
Adsorb the bitterness / Or we go down in flames

APOCALYPTIC EXCLAMATION MARK

Move to the sound of bones breaking

Live life in slow motion / Irritating flickering lights

Seems like I'm fading / But I do it with a smile

Bottled inspiration / Forced and uglified

A self-fulfilling prophecy / Resulting in a killing...

My mind is slipping away /To a world of blood and irony

Be careful what you wish for / If you can't take the consequences
Precious violence / A brutal sacrifice

Bottled inspiration / Forced and uglified

A self-fulfilling prophecy / Resulting in a killing frenzy
m



Malicious / Deceitful / Two-faced
Conceited / Antisocial / Backstabbing

Vicious / Narcissistic / Mendacious

His weakness is your strength

For now it looks like you've won the battle

I'm not fearless but I'm fierce competition
And I sustain the killing pace

I will be the one
To make your lies shrink and crumble

Your time has long expired

I'll break up your empire

Exterminate!

Burn, you liar!

Exterminate!

I'll break up your empire

HOMELESS

home is where the heart is / but where did I lose mine?
caged up - locked in / dead to anyone

preserve my freedom / in the back of my brain

you sold me a dream / and I sold myself

don't count me in / hear me out
what's in it for me? / nobody's special

only illusions can be

This is not my home /This is not my life

Close my eyes / And wish away

air-tight / tight-laced

too late / I've gone astray

dirt-stained / derailed / I'll be awake
sugar-coated visions turned to a different shade of grey

dope-inspired decisions made me change my name
is it a sin to be myself? / put the blame on me

but I won't put my gun down
I'm not gonna put it down

INFECTED FAIRYTALE

Interruption by acts of god
Contaminating / infiltrating

my flesh and my blood / incompatible

accelerating / subconscious repression

I wake up / just to fall back
into deep sleep again / drawn into the horror / of the infected fairytale

sweet blood clot / my womb became
your death trap / no funeral / no final resting place

Interruption by acts of god
sweet blood clot

my womb became / your death trap

no funeral / no final resting place

is it the storm before the quiet?

I wear my new skin / nice and warm
I wear my new skin / to hide my scars
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FACE THE FEAR
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Something started and it can't be stopped
The other me reappears / Watch me change shape

No time for prayers / God was never on my side anyway
One demon dies, another one's born / Two wrongs don't make one right

Plant the seed, remove the thorn / Leave this fucking shit behind

Scratch the surface / Face the fear

Love equals self-destruction / Hallucinating, glassy stare

Waiting for the right instructions / One demon dies, another one's born
Two wrongs don't make one right / Plant the seed, remove the thorn

Leave this fucking shit behind

Crumbling, tumbling, breaking down / Dropping deep into blackness

Gripping, tripping, blood dripping down
Dragging you into the voidness

How do you feel?

It's a frightnight under haunted stars

How do you feel? / Our fate is sealed

MEMORY ERASED

Letting go is never easy / Drop the veil

Crush my carbon heart / Sew up my lips

Blot out my memory / They all get babies and I get scars

Naked frustration / 1 scare myself away
Assassination / It's time to switch someone off

Tangled up in repetition / Get away from what they call love

Letting go is never easy / Drop the veil

Crush my carbon heart / Flaming regrets

I guess I drew a blank / Let me forget I knew perfection

No words / No thoughts
No traces left / Of you

Once and for all / Memory erased



FIRE AND ASHES

For better or for worse

Just leave and don't be broken / Or you'll be sacrificed

Trust the words unspoken / When our worlds collide

I feel intoxicated / My god, I'm paralyzed

I'm not exaggerating / Reach beyond suicide

The better of two evils / Seems the best I can be
Communication failed / To a certain degree
Maybe I'm paranoid / My life is replicated

So much has been destroyed / Left me intimidated

Hysterical and crashed / Made a fatal mistake

Now I'm fire and ashes / 'Cause I tried and I failed

Compulsive repetition / Of what is hurting me
Asking for permission / To be what I can't be

I feel so dominated / Should be the other way round
I feel manipulated / My brain's chained and bound
You better stitch together / All that's left of me

Need myself more than ever / Though I'm just scorched remains

You put death inside of me / It was just a piece of meat

METALLIC WHISPER

Wake from a lucid dream / No time to waste
Or nothing changes / Stash away the blaze of light

Illuminate my different faces / Tiny fragments of existence
Remove restrictions, thoughts are free / Find a cozy place in hell

Escape from mediocrity

Hate is a blessing in disguise / Sparkling eccentric mask
Electric demons fade from sight / Asphyxiated - peace at last

Tiny fragments of existence / Remove restrictions, thoughts are free

Find a cozy place in hell / Escape from mediocrity

They say

'This black sheep can't be bleached'

Soak myself in crimson water / Wash away my darkest sins

Don't mind the metallic whispers / Drown my sorrow when it begins
They say 'This black sheep can't be bleached'


